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I am having all my unlocking code and everything was going correct but, once i have updated my
modem and its dashboard changed. I was using AIRCEL POCKET INTERNET 3G and then it becomes
AIRCEL POCKET INTERNET SUPER PRO 3G. now if i use other sim the net donot work. dashboard
contains fixed access point. it canot be changed. and everytime i uninstall and again instal the
modem its shows the same dashboard software. is the anything possible to change the dashboard to
its lower version software. SOFTWARE Ver : 21.005.20.01.850 FIRMWARE Ver : 11.126.13.00.00
HARDWARE Ver :CD6ATCPU hi,i have download the software but it can not unlock my modem,
although i tried the unlock code but still not working, can you please provide me the solution to
unlock my modem?, i want to make my huawei mini 2g cool on wifi xtreme. i have downloaded the
software for Huawei E1550.I have entered the unlock code.in my case,it is still showing the locked.i
want to use it on Idea.pls give me the unlocking software.for this reason,my huawei mini2g not
connecting to wifi xtreme. I have search in internet but all i found is that Huawei E1550 can be
unlocked by codes. but i want unlock everything which i bought from India, and i have a code for
Eg162g modem. And i not find any software for Eg162g Modem. Is it because there is no any
Software related Eg162g Modem. Then what will i do?? I have a problem in unlocking Huawei E1550,
when I use the software, it doesn't work. I have a code for my modem, but the software doesn't
accept it. Also, how to know which all modules of my modem are working or not
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